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NFT Overview
January turned out to be a strong month for NFTs as the overall market rally pushed interest for NFTs. The Nansen NFT-500 index which does a broad market
tracking of NFTs was up 1.5%, and the total NFT marketcap grew 6.37% to reach $22.4 Billion by the end of the month.    

Trading volumes across the most popular blockchains (Ethereum, Solana, ImmutableX, Cardano, Polygon) stood at $611 Million, down 8% from the previous month.
These figures, despite appearing unfavorable, are an improvement to the volumes seen in the latter half of 2022 and indicate a positive trend towards recovery. The
biggest winner among the blockchain volumes was Solana, which was one of the very few chains where volumes increased MoM. Solana recorded a phenomenal
jump as volumes reached $108 Million, up an incredible 48% MoM. The chain rose to prominence and accounted for 17% of NFT volumes among leading chains. These
numbers are fascinating as Solana cements itself as the second best destination for NFT activity, after Ethereum. Another big winner among the NFT markets were
the NFT lending protocols. Data suggests that NFT traders are increasingly turning to collateral-based lending platforms, indicating a growing adoption rate. Out of
the numerous lending protocols, BendDAO has shown one of the biggest increases in borrow volumes and TVL in January. The TVL locked on the protocol grew a
phenomenal 120% in January alone, according to data from DefiLlama. 

Over to the downside for January, multiple traditional brands have been entering the NFT space with disappointing reception from individuals. Porsche for example
had an underwhelming mint for their 911 replicas due to reasons such as high mint price and the lack clarity over utility. On the positive light, these disappointing NFT
mints  from brands should give traditional teams a better understanding on how to approach NFTs in the future. In terms of funding in the NFT sector, the space
continued its monthly descent to clock in the lowest funding amounts over the past 12 months, at $29.3 million. The largest funding amounts went to SYKY and
Cohort, drawing in $9 million and $3.2 million, respectively.
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NFT Recent Developments
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Mastercard launches a Web3 Incubator program for artists on polygon (Article). The
company aims to support artists looking to pursue opportunities in the digital economy,
with participants being taught how to mint NFTs and present themselves in virtual worlds.

Japan issues new guidelines for NFT transaction taxations with clear regulations (Article).
In-game tokens will be taxed uniformly at the end of the year and the profit from primary
and secondary NFT sales are income taxable.

Top Bluechip NFT collections move blockchains: Doodles announced it will launch Doodles
2 on Flow Blockchain. Pudgy penguins partnered with LayerZero to take the collection cross
chain to Polygon, BNB chain and Arbitrum.

Big Brands and franchises release NFTs and receive mediocre response from fans: Game
of Thrones sold out its Hero Boxes but receive criticism for the design aspects of the NFTs.
Porsche cut its mint short after abysmal reception for its Porsche 911 digital replica NFTs

Sudoswap airdropped native tokens which governs the sudoAMM protocols to early
liquidity providers and 0xmon NFT holders (Tweet). The NFT marketplace has been facing
stagnant growth since the initial wave of interest in August last year. 

NFT's on Instagram have been booming as multiple collections launched on the platform
sells out in seconds (Article). Popular stars with the likes of Micah Johnson have
successfully sold NFTs on Instagram using Polygon.

Tribeca Film Festival has collaborated with OKX to launch its limited release NFTs that
gives holders access to visionaries and invite-only events (Announcement).

Avalanche-based NFT marketplace Joepegs is looking to expand to BNB chain (Article).
Following the expansion, BNB users will be able to launch their NFT collection on the
Joepegs NFT marketplace.
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https://www.nftgators.com/mastercard-launches-web3-incubator-for-artists-on-polygon/
https://beincrypto.com/nft-transaction-taxation-guidelines-issued-by-japans-tax-agency/
https://twitter.com/sudoswap/status/1620111345676075009?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1620111347139907584%7Ctwgr%5E35096ab4ebc8c373b6ec3b9c265ceb00ab73f825%7Ctwcon%5Es2_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.coindesk.com%2Fmarkets%2F2023%2F01%2F31%2Fnft-marketplace-sudoswap-airdrops-tokens-to-liquidity-providers-and-0xmon-holders%2F
https://www.coindesk.com/web3/2023/01/11/top-nft-artists-are-launching-projects-on-instagram-and-selling-out-in-seconds/
https://tribecafilm.com/nft#:~:text=Tribeca%20Festival%20is%20collaborating%20with,events%20across%20creativity%20and%20technology.
https://www.nftgators.com/joepegs-nft-marketplace-and-trader-joe-dex-to-expand-to-bnb-chain/
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Top performers among bluechips:
1. Azuki: +8.13%
2. Doodles: +4.03%

BLUECHIP PRICE COMPARISON IN JANUARY (ETH)

NFT SALES VOLUME DISTRIBUTION ACROSS CHAINS

Solana gains some dominance over other chains

Total Dominance in Dec (Ethereum/Solana): 82% / 11%
Total Dominance in Jan (Ethereum/Solana): 77% / 17%

Opensea gained ground on Blur in January

Opensea: 41%
Blur: 38%

 NFT Volumes drops minimally in January

 NFT Volumes in December: $665 Million
 NFT Volumes in January: $611 Million
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NFT SALES VOLUMES ON SOLANA 

SOLANA BLUECHIP INDEX
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NFTs sold on Polygon (Opensea)

December NFTs Sold: 1.3 Million
January NFTs Sold: 1.5 Million

OPENSEA MONTHLY NFTS SOLD ON POLYGON

NFT BORROW VOLUMES IN LENDING PLATFORMS 

Blur.io has taken significant percent of fill volume from
Opensea and other popular marketplaces in Nov. 

 Solana NFT Volumes increase in January

 NFT Volumes in December: $75 Million
 NFT Volumes in January: $108 Million

NFT Borrow volumes on major
platforms increase in January

Solana Bluechip Index in USD has shown a
dramatic surge as price of SOL rose substantially 
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Source: CryptoSlam Source: Niftytable (Dune)
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Web3 Gaming Overview
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January turned out to be a stellar month for the Web3 gaming industry. The sector drew in consistent daily gamer numbers, with an average of 838,300 DAU interacting
with Web3 games. January was a strong start to the year for the gaming sector as we saw a slew of announcements and plans for the year ahead. 

Gala Games started the month strong by announcing the acquisition of Ember Entertainment, the developers behind the well-known Walking Dead: Empires, and its
mobile  focus for 2023, which saw its native token rallying. Sorare, meanwhile welcomed the English Premiere League as their next acquired league, exposing billions of 
 EPL fans to their digital collectibles game. Apart from Web3 centric gaming news, we also saw multiple large announcements from the Web2 gaming scene. VooDoo, one
of the largest game developers and publishers announced its intentions to launch a gaming universe and its own blockchain. Additionally we also heard rumors of
Amazons plan to integrate Web3 games and NFTs into the platform, which would be massive in terms of adoption if the rumors true. These were just the bigger news of
the month that sets the web3 gaming sector to a great start for 2023. On the gaming end, the biggest game of focus in January was obviously Dookey Dash, which took
the NFT and web3 gaming space by storm. Claimable to the Yuga Labs NFT holders for free, the Sewer pass acted as an access pass to the endless runner game. The
game has been a major success in terms of getting users to pay to play the mini game. While the casual game had a negative view from non-holders of the pass, the
game brought in over 22,000 players, which for a web3 game are considerable numbers. It remains to be seen what Yuga Labs has planned for the next few mini-games.

On the funding end, Web3 gaming sector saw an increase in funding amounts compared to the previous month. We saw an inflow of $72 million in funding across 9
rounds, a large drop from the average funding inflow of 2022. The largest funding amounts went to Champions Ascension and IntellaX, drawing in $32 million and $12
million, respectively.
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Gaming Recent Developments
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Amazon is set to launch NFT initiatives as it has been hovering at the edges of Web3 for some
time (Blockworks). There is a focus on blockchain based games and NFT applications, according to
sources familiar with the matter.

Video gaming giant, Voodoo has announced Voodoo Infinity, its new blockchain gaming
ecosystem that takes gaming to the next level (Tweet). The game maker will also be launching its
own cryptocurrency in 2023.

Mythical Games, a web3 gaming studio has released its new marketplace following the
acquisition of gaming marketplace DMarket (CoinDesk). Mythical's EVM compatible Layer 1 chain
launched last month.  

Fractal has integrated its NFT platform into Polygon and has announced its funding
(GamesBeat). Fractal has started working with 30 top polygon games and has created a series of
campaigns with these launch partners.  

Treasure DAO has announced a new Game Builders Program (GBP) supported by Arbitrum that
aims to support and incentivize high potential game building on the Treasure Ecosystem (Tweet)

Gala Games announced the replacement of Town in the flagship Town Star game with Gala,
swapping at a 2:1 ratio

Axie Infinity officially launched Axie Origins Season 2 and has released information on the
updates on the ecosystem so far, along with the launch of Mavis Hub 2.

Delphi Digital & Naavik have released their joint Web3 gaming report for 2023 (Link to Report)
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https://blockworks.co/news/amazon-nft-marketplace-web3
https://twitter.com/VoodooPlatform/status/1613133930668101634
https://www.coindesk.com/web3/2023/01/25/web3-gaming-studio-mythical-games-releases-new-marketplace/
https://venturebeat.com/games/fractal-takes-nft-platform-to-polygon-and-raises-funding/
https://twitter.com/Treasure_DAO/status/1616558704299761664
https://twitter.com/Delphi_Digital/status/1618329814984695831
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Web3 Gaming has been consistent in attracting
DAU in the crypto sector in January

BLOCKCHAIN USERS ACROSS SECTORS

Source: DappRadar, Footprint Analytics

Total Gaming Transactions increase in January

December Transaction Count: 722 Million
January Transaction Count: 736 Million

Gaming DAU in the top chains remain stable

Alien Worlds
Splinterlands
Planet IX

Games ranked by Daily Users:
1.
2.
3.
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WEB3 GAMING FUNDING COMPARISON

NFT & Web3 Gaming Project Raises in January Funding Comparison

NFT FUNDING COMPARISON
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Source: Venture Analytics

SEED $6 MILLIONGAMING SEED $6 MILLIONGAMING SEED $3.2 MILLIONNFT

bitsCrunch

STRATEGIC UNKNOWNNFT

YGG JAPAN

PRIVATE $2.95 MILLIONGAMING

PLAY TODAY.

UNKNOWN $1.2 MILLIONGAMING

QUANTUM TEMPLE

PRE-SEED $2 MILLIONNFT

CANDY

UNKNOWN UNKNOWNNFT

METALINE

UNKNOWN UNKNOWNNFT

COSMOGENE

SEED $7.75 MILLIONGAMING

SYKY

SERIES A $9 MILLIONNFT

INTELLA X

PRIVATE $12 MILLIONGAMING

SORTIUM

SEED $7.75 MILLIONGAMING

CHAMPIONS ASCENSION

SEED $32  MILLIONGAMING

OH BABY GAMES DISCOBALL COHORT

SLEEPAGOTCHI

SEED $3.5 MILLIONNFT

FRACTAL

STRATEGIC UNKNOWNGAMING
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https://medium.com/@YGGJapan/blockchain-game-platformer-ygg-japan-completed-a-private-round-of-fundraising-worth-approximately-7809a02eccf9
https://www.aap.com.au/aapreleases/cision20230104ae77442/
https://www.theblock.co/post/201612/borderless-capital-backs-cultural-heritage-platform-quantum-temple
https://www.candy.com/
https://twitter.com/Metaline001/status/1619927474724569088
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2023/01/13/web3-studio-sortium-raises-78m-in-seed-round/
https://techcrunch.com/2023/01/17/luxury-fashion-syky-seven-seven-six-web3/
https://sg.finance.yahoo.com/news/intella-x-neowizs-web3-gaming-000000453.html
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2023/01/13/web3-studio-sortium-raises-78m-in-seed-round/
https://www.coindesk.com/web3/2023/01/19/tech-veteran-backed-web3-social-platform-plai-labs-raises-32m-in-seed-round/
https://ohbabygames.com/news
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/cohort-xyz
https://venturebeat.com/games/sleepagotchi-raises-3-5m-to-gamify-sleep-with-digital-collectibles/
https://venturebeat.com/games/fractal-takes-nft-platform-to-polygon-and-raises-funding/
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January turned out to be a modest month for the Metaverse markets in general. Metaverse trading volumes were moderately lower than the previous month, at $37
million, but even so, much higher than monthly volumes seen in the 2nd half of 2022. Most of these volumes were, as usual attributed to the secondary sales of the
Otherside Metaverse. The virtual world comprised 93% of the sales volumes over the month, with NFT worlds and Sandbox closely competing for 2nd place. NFT
Worlds in particular had a robust month and recorded a 238% jump in metaverse trading volumes. The team has delivered consistently and the Minecraft setback has
seemed to matter little to the holders. NFT Worlds announced a series of updates in early January that would take place before the launch of the client, which had
created quite a positive response among the community. 

In addition to the existing decentralised Metaverse realms, a new Metaverse platform, Createra, surfaced over the past month. The Metaverse is focusing on creator
oriented world and creating the largest Gen Z-focused Metaverse platform. Createra released Land NFTs and announced its $10 million round last month, with the 
 project setting its sights on empowering the creator economy through user generated content.

Over on the traditional arena, brands and organisation continued their foray into Metaverses in January. Warner Music Group, Oreo and Pedigree were some of the
bigger brands to enter the Metaverse over the month. On the funding front, Metaverse Funding grew in January to draw in $34.3 million in sector inflow. The largest
funding amounts went to Emperia and Createra, both raking in $10 million.

Metaverse, NFT & Web3 Gaming Report: January 2023



Metaverse Recent Developments
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South Korean Woori Bank officially launches the Metaverse Banking Experience (Article).

The Bank's Metaverse will assist in banking services and also offer 3D virtual training to

its employees.

South Korea launches a Metaverse replica of Seoul and opened the first stage of the first

city-back metaverse platform in the world (Announcement). The three-part project is

expected to be completed in 2026, with the aim to improve the efficiency in public

administration services.

Oorbit, a 3D world builder has partnered with LG Electronics to ring interoperable virtual

worlds to LG TV's (Announcement). The partnership entails bringing immersive games

and experiences to invteract with the Metaverse.

Job fair in Japan is hosted on the Metaverse with over 2,000 students in attendance

(Article). Students used avatars to communicate and review job previews in booths.

The Dubai International Financial Center has announced the launch of its Metaverse

platform (Announcement). This launch is in line and part of Dubai's Metaverse Strategy

that aims to add $4 Billion to the GDP by 2032.

Mckinsey has released a report that estimates the Metaverse impacts of up to $5 Trillion

by 2030 (Article) 
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https://www.nftgators.com/south-koreas-woori-bank-launches-metaverse-banking-experience/
https://forkast.news/headlines/south-korea-metaverse-capital-city-seoul/
https://venturebeat.com/games/oobit-partners-with-lg-to-bring-interoperable-metaverse-platform-to-tvs/#:~:text=Oorbit%2C%20which%20operates%20a%20metaverse,to%20interact%20in%20the%20metaverse.
https://news.bitcoin.com/recruiting-agencies-in-japan-are-turning-to-the-metaverse/
https://www.arabnews.com/node/2241811/business-economy
https://cointelegraph.com/news/metaverse-to-possibly-create-5t-in-value-by-2030-mckinsey-report


Monthly Metaverse Stats

Latest Brands to Enter the Metaverse
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Mataverse Sales volumes drop minimally in January

1) Otherside: $34.5 Million
2) NFT Worlds: $780 k
3) The Sandbox: $776 k

Otherside: 10,727 land parcels
Sandbox: 531 land parcels 
Decentraland: 516 land parcels 
NFT Worlds: 394 land parcels 

  Metaverses ranked by total parcels sold in January:
1.
2.
3.
4.

METAVERSE PARCEL SALES NUMBERSMETAVERSE SALES VOLUMES

Source: Metacat.world

Orea entered the Metaverse with
Oreoverse, a digital world where fans can

play and explore different games 

Warner Music Group entered the
Metaverse by launching a first-of-its-

kind music themed experience on Roblox

South Korean Woori Bank entered the
Metaverse and launched a Metaverse

service for businesses

The Dubai International Financial Center
entered the Metaverse by launching the

DIFC Metaverse Platform

Pet Food company Pedigree dived into
the Metaverse by announcing the ability

to foster rescue dog on decentraland 
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Source: Metacat.world
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Metaverse Raises in January
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METAVERSE FUNDING COMPARISON

Source: Venture Analytics

Funding Comparison

STRATEGIC $2.3 MILLIONMETAVERSE

CREATERA

SERIES A $10 MILLIONMETAVERSE

DIGITAL VILLAGE

UNKNOWN $4 MILLIONMETAVERSE

BRAVE GROUP

UNKNOWN $4 MILLIONMETAVERSE

EMPERIA 

SERIES A $10 MILLIONMETAVERSE

METAHOOD

STRATEGIC $3 MILLIONMETAVERSE

NEOPETS METAVERSE
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https://finance.yahoo.com/news/createra-raises-10-million-led-230731410.html
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/digital-village-9f01#:~:text=How%20much%20funding%20has%20Digital,2023%20from%20a%20Seed%20round.
https://www.crunchbase.com/funding_round/brave-group-series-c--e3126574
https://mpost.io/emperia-raises-10-million-to-build-virtual-stores-for-brands/
https://mpost.io/emperia-raises-10-million-to-build-virtual-stores-for-brands/
https://decrypt.co/119429/metahood-raises-3m-build-zillow-metaverse
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JANUARY FUNDING ROUNDS CATEGORISED BY SECTORS JANUARY FUNDING CATEGORISED BY SECTORS

 
$580 M
 IN FUNDING IN JANUARY

 
76

 FUNDING ROUNDS IN JANUARY

Biggest Funding Rounds in January

QuickNode

Plai Labs

Nil Foundation

$60 Million

$32 Million

$22 Million

Infrastructure

Gaming

Infrastructure

Source: Venture Analytics & Messari Research
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